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Playtesters
Since our game is a four player game, the choice to have each team member find a
group to play the game with seemed like a logical conclusion. This yields a total of
16 play testers in 4 separate groups. To make onboarding into the game easier, each
team member took part in a play test session, giving us a total of 12 external and 4
internal play testers. The play testers all came from personal connections and are
between the ages of 20 and 30, meaning we were not able to find a broad variety of
playtesters, especially since most were rather familiar with games in general.

Method
All playtesting was conducted over the internet rather than in person, more
specifically, discord was used as the primary platform which was used to conduct
play testing. This did not allow for the team member to directly aid in playtesting
when a tester got stuck or was confused about how to proceed, making testing more
difficult in comparison to in person play testing.
As previously mentioned, each team member played with three testers. The players
were sent the game and played it on their phones where possible. The team member
hosted a lobby while the rest joined. Afterwards, a mock round of the game was
played with the team member explaining the game after testers familiarized
themselves with the game and its controls. After this mock round, a full round of the
game was played.
Following this, the team member playing along with the group asked each member
of the group for non-specific feedback first, followed by guiding questions and
specific topics afterwards. Players were also given a set of four questions in which
they were able to answer within a range of “fully disagree” to “fully agree” with a total
of five different options to choose from, ranging between these two options.

Feedback

Gameplay

The main issue players faced was that there currently is no tutorial or way a player
can learn what their objective is without having one of the developers explain the
game. This heavily impacted the way play testing was done out of necessity to get
feedback on other aspects of the game, forcing us to include a guiding player with
each play test session.
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Testers appreciated the fact that movement and character controls closely followed
standard practices from other mobile moba games, making character controls simple
to learn for those who have played mobile moba games previously. Because of the
lack of a tutorial however, those who had not previously played similar games took
far longer to understand concepts such as auto attacks, abilities, or minions.

Especially minions caused issues since players did not know which minions
belonged to them and which did not. This issue was compounded by the fact that
minions do not have a health bar or similar, so players had no way of knowing how
much health a minion had, or if their attacks were dealing damage. The floating
damage indicators currently in the game have the issue of not always being rotated
correctly, so this piece of visual feedback was often lost on players.

As for abilities, players were not aware of the benefits of leveling up their abilities.
This issue is highlighted by the fact that currently the player has no direct way of
seeing how much health they have directly. The player has a health bar both over
their head and in the top right of their screen, but both indicators do not show a
numerical value.

A further issue brought up by a tester, was the fact that they had no idea when pages
were being stolen from their bases. A unique idea brought up as a solution to this
issue was an audio cue to alert the player of this fact. This idea is one we would like
to implement into our game directly.

Pages were seen as a fun and new mechanic in a moba game since it reminded
some players of the original game, where the goal of collecting pages was very
similar.

Finally, players thought the game timer was a good mechanic, because it limited
game time and made sure games did not go on for too long, something they said is
important to them for mobile games. One tester commented on the timer counting
down causing a sense of pressure and panic when they only had one page in their
base, making looking for other pages dangerous while also guaranteeing a loss if
they did not.

Visual
A consensus among testers was that the lobby and main menu of the game were
severely lacking feedback. A common complaint was that players could not see who
was currently in their lobby, nor leave the lobby. A particularly interesting piece of
feedback was the idea that the lobby is placed on the map directly, so that players
see themselves on the map and the character from the moment they open the game.
We have already started implementing this idea into our game as we think this a
creative and fun way to introduce the game setting and theme.
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Following up on this piece of common feedback, another common complaint was the
transition from the lobby to the main game itself. Currently, as soon as four players
join a lobby, the game starts after a short delay and players pop into the map one
after another, some seeing the bases spawn if they load quicker than the lobby host.
This understandably caused quite a bit of confusion, as players were taken from the
lobby to the main map without warning or transition and the game started
immediately.

Almost all testers had negative feedback relating to the main character. The
complaints were mainly focused on two separate areas. One was that the main
character, a robot, had little relation to the theme of the game. The robot seemed
random and unfitting on the map, with the spiders the woodland setting being seen
as a far better fit for the theme. Players who had knowledge of the original
slenderman game appreciated the look of the map as it reminded them of the
original.
The second complaint related to the main character was the lack of visual feedback
when attacking, being attacked, dying, or respawning. This was mainly due to the
lack of both animations and sound effects.
Additionally, the health bars above player heads were seen as too small to be easily
seen and caused confusion when a player took damage. This was because with the
indicator being so small on a mobile screen, small amounts of damage only very
slightly changed the health bar, leading to small changes being almost imperceptible.

Changes
The most important change we wish to make is to add some form of tutorial to the
game. If time allows it, this should be a playable guided tutorial where players get
introduced to mechanics in a guided manner. This would teach basic mechanics to
players who have not yet played mobile moba games. Another option is a dedicated
page in the main menu with both text and visual explanations of both the game
controls as well as the main goals.

Next, we wish to replace the main character with one that fits the setting and theme
better while also adding both visual and audio feedback to actions both taken by the
player and done to the player. This would be in the form of more animations, sounds
on both attacks for each player, and color coded players to make distinguishing
players easier while also being able to more quickly determine which player is on
which team.

In the vein of audio feedback, we plan to add audio cues to most events that take
place within the game. Some audio will be heard through the fog of war, such as
when your base is being attacked by minions or when another player is channeling
your base to steal a page.
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Minions will receive both a health bar to indicate their current health, as well as a
way to determine their team. Their team will be both visible in their health bar, and
the color of the minion itself.

Player bases will be treated similarly, gaining both a way to tell their current health,
as well as a clear indicator to which team they belong to. If time allows it, and the
map does not become cluttered as a result, the paths leading to the bases will get
indicators as well to show which team’s base is at the end of the path.

The experience system will be improved to show the players current experience. The
benefits of leveling up will be better explained in the tutorial. If we have the time,
ability damage will be displayed in the UI to better show players how much damage
they can deal at any point.

As for the main menu, we have already started work on a completely new main
menu that shows both the setting of the game as well as the main menu, with a new
and clear UI that allows players to see which other players are currently in their
lobby, and allows players to leave the lobby if they so wish.

Work has also already begun on a scene transition and loading screen between the
main menu/lobby and the actual game. This will allow all players to join the game
simultaneously and make the transition from the lobby to the game less jarring. To
aid in this effort, the game will only start spawning minions after a few seconds, and
let players leave their lane after a short delay, leaving time for each player to realize
the game has started.
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